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PEARSON REVIEWS & RATIONALES: MATERNAL-NEWBORN NURSING WITH NURSING

REVIEWS & RATIONALES, 3/eÃ‚Â provides a clear, concentrated, and up-to-date review of

todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Ã¢â‚¬Å“need to knowÃ¢â‚¬Â• knowledge for effective maternal and newborn

nursing. Developed and reviewed by a large team of nurse educators, it is fully reflective of the

current (2010) NCLEX-RNÃ‚Â® Test Plan. The text thoroughly covers family-centered care during

normal and complicated experiences in the prenatal, labor and delivery, postpartal, and neonatal

periods. Additional chapters focus on ethical, legal, and cultural considerations; reproduction,

fertility, and infertility; family planning and contraception; fetal development; laboratory and

diagnostic testing; and issues of loss and grief in maternity nursing. This textÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s complete

support package includes access to additional questions and the complete eText online, and a

tear-out NursingNotes card for clinical reference and quick review.Ã‚Â  Hundreds of practice

questions in the book and online at www.nursingreviewsandrationales.com help students measure

their readiness for the NCLEX-RNÃ‚Â®. In addition, you can access an eText version of this book

on this website.
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I was struggling big time in my OB class before this book. I couldnt pass a test to save my life. I

bought this book and read the chapters that dealt with my upcoming test. I started making high B's!

It is very easy to read and I love the layout. If you are struggling in this class please buy this book.

You will not regret it!

I purchased this book because I heard it was very helpful. Please not this review is not about the

content of the book but the aggravation I have dealt with since the purchase. The book shows "700

additional online NCLEX style questions with access code" I bought the book brand new, entered

the code and now it is telling me to enter my course # from my teacher. My teacher isn't using this

book. I bought it as a study guide/tool. I am not livechat'g with pearson, the company that sells the

book and they can't figure it out. I have been on chat for almost an hour. Little silly. I have a huge

test and was hoping this was going to help not add frustration. So if you are looking for study

material and extra NCLEX style questions.....don't purchase this book unless you have a course id

from your teacher/professor.

I would have rated this book 5 stars if the access code to the online content had worked. I called

Pearson, and the rep said the code in the book was for an entirely different title. I asked him if he

could just give me the correct code, and he wouldn't do it! Instead, he tried to blame  for the faulty

code. I told him that  just sells the book, they don't print it. It is PEARSON'S error, and they need to

own up to their mistake. To no avail. Very frustrating!!Aside from that very negative experience, the

physical book really worked for me. I earned a 91.6 on both of my OB exams with barely cracking

open the actual textbook for the class. Everything you need is right here. I highly recommend it for

anyone who is struggling in OB or will be taking it in the near future, because it's a tough class.

I bought this book 2nd day of ob/peds. Wished I used it from the start instead of trying to look at

McKinney book. Way shorter and outlines seem 90% similar. Would've cut stress and reading times

way lower. Anyways, had ATI OB today and between this book and NCLEX RN mastery app, I got a

71.7%, level 2 proficiency (needed 66.7% for Maternal-Newborn ATI). Only studied 3 days. Best



money spent. Hoping this will continue to do me well on ob/peds final exam too.Haven't used book

code and not sure if I care to since I have only 2 weeks left. My program combines ob/peds together

in 8 weeks and exams are cumulative. Only ATI separates ob/peds exam individually, so next week

is Peds ATI.

The code inside this book did not work, I called Pearson and spent 45 minutes on the line trying to

figure out in the first place how to add this book onto my account, of which a classmate actually

figured out for me. I call back for another 30 minutes because after all that trouble, the code doesn't

work and come to find its for an entirely different book. Then, I'm told I have to handle it through . I

call  and spend another almost 45 minutes on the line to have another book shipped next day and it

is yet ANOTHER defective code. I am in nursing school and its difficult to waste all this time on the

phone just trying to get a code that works. I will have to call back to have a 3RD replacement book.

I absolutely LOVED this book as a reference for understanding my nursing OB book which is like

speaking a foreign language. I was struggling in OB quite a bit until I ordered this book. Only

negative thing about it, is the free internet tool/online companion the book comes with,

www.nursingreviewsandrationales.com. The book comes with an access code so you can go online

and complete practice quizzes and what not that correspond with each chapter/topic, but the

website is much too confusing and nothing like other programs I'm used to such as

evolve.elsevier.com or PrepU. Other than that, if you are just looking to use this book as a reference

you cannot go wrong! it took me from failing OB, to a high B in no time!

Buyers should be aware that you cannot use the access code for any of the online resources unless

you are buying this book strictly for a class. The book itself is good, but that would have been nice to

know before spending the extra money for a brand new book just for the access code.

this bok not only made everything regarding Maternal newborn nursing clearer, it mirrors alot of

nclex practice questions. I try to do at least 20-25 questions per topic and all the questions points

are reflected in this book. It brought up my grade from one test to the next 14 points. I will definately

be using this book as well as others in this series to study for the NCLEX.
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